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Latest Updates

→ ED Decision 2020/009/R – 15 July 2020
  → Guidance Material for rescue and firefighting personnel medical and physical fitness
  → Training on pressure-fed fuel fires
    → AMC to allow other types of fuel to be used for training purposes
Latest Updates

→ Regulation (EU) No 2020/1234 on apron management services
  → Applicable as of 20 March 2022
  → ADR.OPS.D.050 Alerting of emergency services
    → establishment of a procedure in the AEP to alert emergency services for accidents and incidents at the apron
    → provision of appropriate means and facilities to alert emergency services
  → Content of the procedure
    → contact details and means to alert emergency services
    → information that needs to be provided
      → location of the accident/incident
      → nature of the accident or incident
      → damages
      → injuries to persons
      → dangerous goods
  → AMC/GM will be published until the end of the year
Future developments

→ Language proficiency requirements
→ Improve runway safety
  → Mitigate the risk of runway incursions
→ Not specific related to RFFS personnel but for all persons using R/T on the manoeuvring area
→ Language proficiency at operational level
→ Provisions for training, initial and recurrent, and issuance of certificate
→ Transition period of 5 years
→ Regulation will be published in December 2020
Thank you very much for your attention
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